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Established 1984 (One of First Investment Immigration Agency in Korea)

March 1992, Started EB-5 investment immigration business for the first time in Korea

The first I-526 filing and approving in the world

The first I-829 filing and approving in the world

The first place in Korean market & the largest number of EB-5 investors in Korean market.

The first &amp; largest number of EB-5 capital back performance in Korean Market

Over 920 EB-5 Cases & 3,000 Permanent Residences through EB-5

http://www.2min.com


Club Emigration Inc.

It is a company specializing in investment immigration with 37 years of tradition since the

establishment of the Migration Corporation in 1984. Club have been a pioneer in the Korean

immigration industry for the last 36 years. We have deep experience in investment-linked

immigration programs for Koreans seeking second homes and better opportunities.

Club Migration Co., Ltd. is the nation's top overseas immigration consulting firm with a

number of immigrants from the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, to

retirement-oriented Malaysia and Fiji, and to investment immigration from Malta, Spain,

Portugal and the United Kingdom and Singapore.

We are proud to be a model company without complaints. The reason is that we have

always introduced only safe programs through careful verification of the safety and certainty

of immigration programs from the perspective of migrants.

It is also very first and only company in the world to open the way for immigration to five

different continents. In particular, it is operated with advisor Kang Young-ho, who is entering

his 46th year of overseas migration consulting, an American immigration lawyer, a Canadian

immigration lawyer, and an excellent immigration law firm group.

We work with professional consultants who have abundant experience and know-how for

more than 25 years since joining our company.

Thank you very much.



Jason JD Ghim, Chief Marketing Officer of Club Emigration Inc.

Since 2001, He has been in the immigration business, Working as a marketing executive.

EB5 project analysis, PE and investment


